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About This Game

Not every case goes to trial and of those most are "bench trials". After years of trying cases as a trial lawyer your efforts have
finally been noticed by the State's Governor. Although your recent appointment as a judge forces you to start at the bottom of

the judicial totem pole it's only a matter of time until you become a State Supreme Court Justice.

Weigh evidence from the lowly traffic courts to the Court of Appeals as you gain favor with the Governor to become a State
Supreme Court Justice.
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I received this game for free by the dev to review it and give feedback on the current development of the game; the initual
gameplay & Review of the game can be found here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsuiCDY4V88

So To start off, I've reviewed a few RPG Maker games in the past and this one is among the few I really enjoy, the game is
quirky and fun. With quite a repetitive experience which is delivered rather well! Combat is somewhat the same as your typical
RPG game where it's turn based, however in this its time based (Look at FF7 for an example) which does give a good aspect of
it.

There's also a function called "friendship" which I personally love in RPG games, it's always a good function to have however
this is rather bland in this game but it does have a nice touch (Not telling anymore about this ;) )

There is some mild adult humor within the game along with possibly a few swear words (which personally is one of the reason I
quite enjoy the game), you also get to "assemble" your team & gain popularity to unlock more things.

For more about the game I'd recommend paying for the game as it is honestly worth it.

I'd rate the game: 8/10 for an RPG game!. Worse DLC, Cold cold heart addition story only provide a very short story and
boringly boss battle. the rest of dlc is just the skin and new challanges. ONLY buy it when there's sale otherwise DONT!.
Español:
Es un muy buen juego para pasar el rato jugando,para distraerte con los amigos muy recomendable y su precio lo vale
Ingles:
It is a very good game to spend the moment playing, to distract you with the friends very advisable and its price costs it. I like
the fact that this game keeps growing for the better. I'm normaly not a fan of the micro transactions in-game moves, but the
developer's have really worked hard not only to continue to bring high value content for hours on end of fun factors for the
whole family but also a very high teaching tool for the real life experieces. In this dlc they are giving a high value away, but in-
game you still have to manage things very wisely. so thx again and look forward to future updates and dlc.. So addictive. Very
much like Rogue Legacy, though the upgrade system is a little different. Very replayable, very fun, hacky-slashy goodness in
short levels with a boss on each floor. Great fun!. You want to know what's fun about this game?
The cool music!
The rad level layouts!
The awesome character design!

You want to know what's not fun about this game?
Bat Jumping. That level is garbage, there's like a 50% chance you'll actually make it to the next platform if you land on the bat
like you're supposed to. This level wasn't fun, it was cheap.

Other than that one particular level, this game is great! 8\/10

Edit: Actually, all sections where you have to jump on bats seem to be broken. So if you're at a part where there's bats... I gotta
say it's a solid 7\/10

Edit (again): Wow, they still haven't fixed the parts with the bats... seriously?? 5\/10 I guess?

Edit (again again): well... as someone who's played over 6 hours of this garbage game... They Breathe is about the same price,
but doesn't have any annoying bugs. I was born with glass bones and paper skin. Every morning I break my legs, and every
afternoon I break my arms. At night, I lie awake in agony until my heart attacks put me to sleep.. I wanted to like this. I tried.
But I got bored, fast. I guess it's fine as a pick up and play game, but if you're looking for a game to draw you in and keep your
attention fixed then you should look elsewhere.

The good:
Decent graphics
Explosions themselves look alright
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The bad:
Repetitive gameplay
Repetitive graphics
Little enemy variation
Little or no damage indications on enemy ships
Explosion animations overlay the enemy ship sprites in a very obvious way
Character artwork is pretty poor
Typos
Music is pretty bad, and repetitive
Only 5 missions, although I didn't even feel like playing them all
Achievements don't register on Steam
Is there a plot?

All in all, this game isn't that fun. However, if you want something super simple and mindless to mop up some spare time with
and like this kind of shmup then you might consider buying this. On sale.. +rep took my virginity :)
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Tons of fun. This game reminds me a lot of boffer fighting. Highly recommended! Be aware that the needs a decent amount of
totally clear space. I have a 3mx2.5m room and I'm hit or backed up into a wall multiple times and I've not yet finished novice..
I'll give it a tentative recommendation. Nice style and music and the story's ok, but it's boring - too much slow walking, back and
forth to locations, and a strict order of operations to the puzzles lead to a lot of retreading and pointless clicking. All those
factors make it needlessly long for the amount of story it covers. Fans of noir or old school point and click will like it but don't
pay anything close to full price. Oh and the ending is a cliffhanger for the supposed sequel, so there's no payoff whatsoever for
your long dull tread.. Pretty seeing Rays. Edit: Certain people seem clueless to the fact that a game needs to have good single
player if it doesn't have online multiplayer. This game's single player is horrible and is not worth the price of the game at all. I
wasn't looking for a game to play with friends. I was looking into a game that plays well single player. And the fact they need
you to sign in to your steam account to prove you have the game to play with other people... That's beyond stupid. This game is
bad unless you live in a condensed neighborhood where all your friends live within 4 miles of you. Then you might MIGHT get
some enjoyment out of this game. Go get better versions of this game. This is a common genre on Steam and I suggest you look
into better ones.

Without online multiplayer this game has you rely on hooking up gamepads and playing with local friends. Not to mention it
forces you to create\/sync up a steam account. Which can be good but without an online mode this seems rather pointless other
than character looks. Main issues is that it's not very user friendly and what if you don't have any local friends? Well you have
the AI but that does get boring quick. I'd not recommend it until some sort of online feature is implemented.. Loving this game
so far BUT one thing, why is the health so low and why am i randomly dying is it timed or something? If so then that needs
removed immediatly because I hate just randomly dying.

One thing I think you should add is the abilty to upgrade different stats of your character I.E Health, Stamina, Damage, you get
the jist but other than that I do like this game
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